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	 Chapters	 1–3	 lay	 down	 the	 groundwork	 for	 subsequent	 ones.	 Chapter	 1	
presents	 data	 and	 methodology.	 Chapter	 2	 discusses	 diachronic	 construction	
grammar,	particularly	the	constructionalisation	framework	by	Traugott	&	Trousdale	
(2013),	and	grammaticalisation.	Chapter	3	introduces	secondary	grammaticalisation,	
which	 models	 late-stage	 grammatical	 change	 and	 assumes	 unidirectionality	 (that	
grammatical	development	proceeds	in	a	highly	contrained	fashion)	in	the	tradition	of	




and	 conditional	 constructions	 can	 develop	 into	 each	 other,	 manifesting	
bidirectionality	 rather	 than	 unidirectionality,	 both	 within	 and	 beyond	 Chinese.	 A	
prediction	 for	 bidirectionality	 is	 proposed:	 ‘the	 performative	 bidirectionality	
prediction’,	which	incorporates	semanticisation	via	invited	inferencing	in	the	Invited	
Inferencing	Theory	of	Semantic	Change	and	diachronic	construction	grammar,	and	
requires	 no	 special	 late-stage	 process	 such	 as	 secondary	 grammaticalisation	 or	
degrammaticalisation.	
	 Chapter	 6	 models	 a	 category	 change	 from	 quantifier	 to	 classifier	 as	
‘realignment’,	or	change	in	inheritance	links	from	one	schema	to	another.	Following	
realignment,	 multiple	 classifier	 constructions	 were	 created,	 one	 of	 which	 is	
contentful.	Implicating	constructions	at	different	levels,	the	changes	cannot	be	easily	
	vi	
accounted	 for	 within	 a	 unidirectional	 model.	 Furthermore,	 a	 ‘typology	 of	
reinforcement’	in	historical	linguistics	is	proposed	to	predict	similar	kinds	of	change.		
	 Chapter	7	examines	schema	loss,	using	as	an	example	an	adverbial	adjunct	
schema	 with	 the	 paraphrase	 ‘something	 adverse	 almost	 happened’.	 A	
‘prototypicality-based’	 account	 of	 schema	 loss	 is	 posited,	 which	 parallels	 schema	
formation	and	involves	different	degrees	of	schematicity.	
	 Chapter	8	concludes	by	proposing	that	any	regularity	in	language	change	is	to	

















	 Recently,	 some	 linguists	 have	 proposed	 the	 notion	 of	 ‘secondary	
grammaticalisation’	 to	 capture	 processes	 of	 change	 that	 create	 new	 grammatical	







change.	 Instead,	 it	 demonstrates	 that	 there	 are	 ‘bidirectionality’	 and	 other	
phenomena	 that	 cannot	 be	 simplistically	 described	 as	 either	 unidirectional	 or	
secondary	 grammaticalisation.	 Evidence	 comes	 from	 four	 kinds	 of	 change	 in	 the	


















As	 alienating	 as	 writing	 300-strong	 pages	 of	 linguistic	 analysis	 at	 home	 may	 be	
(especially	in	the	midst	of	a	pandemic),	I	have	found	the	whole	experience	communal	







my	 dissertation).	 Thanks	 to	 them,	 this	 thesis	 has	 not	 turned	 out	 to	 be	 as	
insurmountable	a	task	as	I	had	feared.	I	was	also	extremely	fortunate	to	have	Prof.	
Elizabeth	C.	Traugott	and	Dr.	Robert	Truswell	as	my	examiners,	whose	expert	advice	






Nothing	 is	as	 fulfilling	as	being	their	son!	For	the	past	couple	years,	 I	have	shared	
some	of	my	best	and	worst	moments	with	Simon,	as	well	as	cat-parenting	duties	to	






















































































































































































































































































1PS	 	first	person	 	 	 	 	 	 PL	 	plural	 	
2PS	 	second	person		 	 	 	 	 POS	 	possessive	
2SG	 	second	person	singular		 	 	 	 PRAG	 	pragmatics	
3PS	 	third	person		 	 	 	 	 	 PTCL		 	particle	
3SG	 	third	person	singular	 	 	 	 	 PURP	 	purposive	
AA	 	adverse	avertive		 	 	 	 	 QNT	 	quantifier	
ACC	 	accusative		 	 	 	 	 	 RDP	 	reduplication	
ASP	 	aspect		 	 	 	 	 	 REFL	 	reflexive	
BA	 	BA	construction	(Li	&	Thompson	1981:	Ch.	15)		 SBJV	 	subjunctive	
CL	 	classifier		 	 	 	 	 	 SEM	 	semantics	
COMP	 	complementiser		 	 	 	 	 SUBJ	 	subject	
CON	 	conditional	 	 	 	 	 	 SUSP	 	suspective	 	
CONJ		 	conjunctive	 	 	 	 	 	 SYN	 	syntax		 	















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(2)	 me	 	 sorprendería												 mucho				(si/que)	 viniese	
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































	 khɲom	khɔm	 thvɤː-kaː(r)	 ʔaoy	 ʔoːpùk	khɲom			sɔpbaːy-cɤt. 	





							 nɪː̀əs	 mɯn	 cɔs	 ʔaoy	 			mɪː̀ən	 kaː	 			ʔvɤy. 	










							 ʔoːpùk	sɔs	 phteəh			ʔaoy	 koːn	 nɤu	















(8)	 bɔskɔəp	 mənùh					m-neək	 ʔaoy	 thvɤː-kaː.		

































































































































































































































































































	 bì		 rǎngdì			 měi		 	 ránhòu	cǎomù		 shuòdà	





































































Modal	(n)	 CollStr	 Modal	(n)	 CollStr	
能 néng	‘can’	(33)	 5.34	 可 kě	‘can’	(10)	 1.76	
獲 huò	‘get/can’	(1)	 1.31	 必 bì	‘must’	(9)	 1.24	
克 kè	‘can’	(2)	 1.20	 當 dāng	‘should’	(1)	 0.18	






















Modal	(n)	 CollStr	 Modal	(n)	 CollStr	
能 néng	‘can’	(421)	 96.05	 會 huì	‘will’	(21)	 77.52	
能夠 nénggòu	‘can’	(138)	 62.71	 可以 kěyǐ	‘can’	(76)	 10.69	
肯 kěn	‘be	willing’	(6)	 0.70	 必須	bìxū	‘must’	(14)	 8.89	


























































































































































qǔ	 qī	 rúzhīhé	 bì	 gào	 fùmǔ	
							 marry	 wife	 what.to.do	 must	 tell	 parents	
							 ‘What	to	do	when	marrying	a	wife?	One	must	tell	one’s	parents.’		 								
(4)			 何其久也?必有以也	
hé	 qí	 jiǔ	 yě,	 bì	 yǒu	 yǐ	 yě							
	 why	 so		 long	 PRT	 must	 have	 reason	FP	
						 ‘Why	has	it	taken	them	so	long?	They	must	have	a	reason.’		 	
(5)	 國必亡	
guó	 	 bì	 wáng	
							 country		 must	 ruin	










bì	 mín	 	yuè	 qí	 zhèng	 	 yě	 ér	 	lìng	 	 												





















wéi	 mǔ	 		wéi	 						hòu									ér					zi	 wéi	 			zhǔ	 zé	 lìng		 										
							 only.if	 mother		become		queen					and		son		 become		king	 then	 command					
	 wú	 bù	 xíng		

































































gōng	 	 yù	 shàn	 		qí	 shì	 bì	 xiān	 lì	 					
















































































































(11)	 Aa,	 tabe-temo	 ii	 yo.	
								 Yeah,		 eat-even:if		 good	 FP	
								 ‘Yeah,	it	is	alright	even	if	you	eat/Yes,	you	may	eat.’	
(12)		 Tabenaku-tewa			 ikenai.	
































	 	 	 q;		














































































































wú	 wén	 guójiā	 				yǒu	 							dà	 						shì,											bì	 shun	 	yú	
	 1PS	 hear		 country			there.is			great			matter					must	 follow		LOC	
	 diǎnxíng	 ér	 fǎngzī	 			yú	 gǒulǎo,	 ér	 hòu	 	 	
	 penal.code	 and	 consult			LOC	 venerable		 and		 afterwards	















































bì	 yǒu	 yi							 zhī	 tiāndì	 	 zhī	 hēngzhì,	 nǎi											
									 must	 have	 LOC	 know		 universe		 POS		 law	 	 therefore	
	 kēyǐ	 yǒu	 tiānxìa		zhī	 chēng	 	 lì	












yì	 bì	 qiě	 	 fù	 zhī,	 guì	 zhī	 jìng	 	 		
	 also			 must		 altogether	 enrich	 3PS				 value	 3PS			 respect	 	
	 zhī,		 yù		 	 zhī,	 ránhòu				guó	 	 liáng	 shì	 yì							
	 3PS					 honour	 3PS		 then									county				 good	 man	 also			
	 jiāng					kě	 dé	 ér	 zhòng	 				 yě	







































































jí	 bì	 wú	 xiān	 cóng	 	 shì									hū	 ài	 lì	 		
									 thus		 only.if	 1PS			 first				 undertake		 matter	LOC			 love	 benefit		
	 rén	 	zhī	 qīn,	 ránhòu	rén	 bào	 wǒ					 yǐ	 ài							 lì		
	 people		POS	 parent	then	 people	thank	 1PS	 LOC	 love	 benefit				













































(20)	 bì	 mín	 	yuè	 qí	 zhèng	 	 yě	 ér	 	lìng	 	 												
							 only.if		people		like			 3PS			 government		 FP	 and	 command	
	 nǎi	 	 xíng		
	 therefore	 implement	
	 ‘Only	if	the	people	like	their	government	can	their	commands	be	











bì	 dé	 sòng	 nǎi	 	 gōng	 zhī	 hū	
								 only.if	 get		 Song		 therefore	 attack	 3PS	 FP	


































(22)	 Mocht	 ik	 ziek	 worden,	 zoek	 dan	 een	 vervanger	




























































































































































































































































































































































































	 bìxià	 ruò		 yù	 shàoshù	 Xīfēng		zhī		 zhèng,	 	 fēi	 	
	 lord		 if	 want	 inherit	 	 Xīfēng		POSS	 politics		 unless	
	 yòng		 cài	 jīng	 wéi	 zhèng		 	 bù	 kě	
	 use		 Cài	 Jīng	 do	 politics		 not	 possible	
	 ‘If	my	lord	wants	to	reinstate	the	Xīfēng	reform,	unless	he	appoints	Cài	Jīng	










	 wǒ	 fēi	 qù	
	 I	 must	 go	





































































































































































































































































































































































































fēi		 wǒ	 yě,	 bīng	 				 yě	








fēi	 jǐn	 	 zú	 	 shì	 tiānxià	bù	 ān	
						 unless	 complete		 exterminate	 DEM	 world			NEG	 peaceful	
						 ‘Unless	one	completely	exterminates	these	people,	the	world	will	not	be	




















fēi		 wǒ	 zú	 lèi,	 qí	 xīn	 bì	 yì	








wǒ	 fēi	 gěi	 tā	 zuò	 tā	 ài	 chī	 de	 fàncài	










wǒ	 bù	 gàn,	 fēi	 zài	 běijīng		 chéng	 zhǎoshì	
















fēi	 gēn	 yǐqiánde	 zàoxíng	 yīmóyīyàng	





fēi	 gēn	 nǐ	 pīn	 	 le	






fēi	 gēn	 fùmǔ	 			 xiànshēn	

























































fēi	 yǐ	 zhòng	 bīng,	 bù	 néng	 shō	 	 jiǎo	
							 unless	 use		 heavy	 army,	 NEG	 can				 restrain	 make.surrender	
							 ‘Unless	we	send	a	large	army,	we	cannot	defeat	(lit.	restrain	and	make	

















































































fá	 chǔ	 zhī	 bīng,	 fēi	 liù	 wàn	 	 bù	 kě	






























wú	 yǐ	 	dìng	 xià	 sān	 tiáo	 jì,	 			fēi	 				zilóng	
								 1PS	 already	set				 down		 three		 CL	 strategy		unless			Zǐlóng			
	 bù	 kě		 	 xíng	















cǐ	 yī	 shì,		 yù	 dàichà	 	 						guān,	 fēi	 		qīng	 	
								 DEM		 one		 matter	want	 assign.to.posts						official	 unless	 		2PS	























bìng	 běn	 héyǐ	 bù	 bá?		 cǐ	 fēi	 làn	 shāo	 bù	 	
























fēi	 chū	 rénmìng	 bù	 kě	








































































wǒ	 bù	 gàn,	 fēi	 zài	 běijīng		 chéng	 zhǎoshì	
						 1SG		 NEG		 do					 must		 LOC		 Beijing		 city	 job-hunt	
	 ‘I	won’t	put	up	with	it;	I	must	look	for	jobs	in	Beijing.’	
(16)	 非出人命不可	
fēi	 chū	 rénmìng	 bù	 kě	

















bù	 fēiděi	 zài	 dà	 dōngtiān		chī	 jiǔhuáng					xīhóngshì			zhī	 	




























































wǒ	 bù	 gàn,	 fēi	 zài	 běijīng	chéng	 zhǎoshì	 	

























jiǎrú	 fēi	 kānshǒu	 ménkǒu…	
									 if							 must	 guard				 door	
	 ‘If	one	must	guard	the	door…’		
(20)		 如果我非去不可的話…	
rúguǒ	 wǒ	 fēi	 qù	 bù	 kě	 					dehuà…	


































































































































































































































































































































































	 hayaku	ikanai	 			to,	 sensei	 	 ni	 mo	 mihanasarete-simau	 							




(22)		 hayaku		ikanai	 				to,	 taihen.da							 yo	
	 early	 	go.NEG			TO	 troublesome	 FP	
	 ‘If	you	do	not	go	soon,	it	will	be	troublesome.’	
(23)					 hayaku	ikanai					to,	 ikenai	 yo.	





























(26)	 tul-e	 	 ka-ci	 	 anh-umyen	 an	 toy-nta	









































































































nǐ	 xiǎng	 chūlái,	 	 chúfēi	 	 léifēng					tǎ	 	 dào	 	



























yī	 nǐ		 zhè	 xìng		 wǒ	 chúfēi	 	 tang	 zài								 jiā	 	
								 rely		 2SG		 DEM			 nature		1SG	 would.have	 lie					 LOC	 home	
	 lǐ,	 bù	 jiàn	 yī	 ge	 nǚrén	 		bù	 líkāi	 nǐ	 de	
	 LOC	 NEG	 see		 one		 CL		 woman		NEG		 leave	 2SG		 POS	
	 yǎn	

































chúfēi	 fàngqíng	 bùrán		 	 wǒ	 bù	 chūmén	
									 unless	 clear.up			 otherwise	 1SG	 NEG	 go.out		
									 ‘Unless	it’s	sunny,	I	won’t	go	out.’	
(31)		 除非放晴我才出門	
chúfēi	 fàngqíng	 wǒ	 cái		 	 chūmén	




















fēi	 chū	 rénmìng	 bù	 kě	











fēiděi	 tā	 qīnzì	 	 bǎ	 qián	 song	 gěi	 tā	 ma		
								 must	 3SG	 personally		 BA		 money	give	 to/for		 3SG	 FP	 	
									 ‘Must	she	personally	give	the	money	to	him?’	
(34)	 除非你親自喝一口	
chúfēi	 	 nǐ	 qīnzì	 	 hè	 yī	 kǒu	






















































































































































































guān	 rén	 xūshì	 qiāoqiāo	 guò	 qù		
									 official	person	must			 silently			 pass	 go	
	 ‘My	lord	must	silently	pass	through	it.’	 	 Shuǐhǔzhuàn	(14th	c.)	
(36)		 須是我親自去和哥哥商議方可行此一件事	
xūshì	 wǒ	 qīnzì	 	 qù	 hé	 gēgē	 	 shāngyì	 	
										 only.if	 1SG	 personally		 go		 join	 older.brother	 discuss,				
	 fang		 	 kě		 xíng	 					 cǐ	 yī	 jiàn	 shì	

































zhè	 ge	 gōngzuò	 děi	 sān	 ge	 rén	




















kěyǐ	 liù	 dào	 shí	 èr	 gè	 xiǎoshí	
									 can		 six		 to		 ten		 two		 CL		 hour	
									 ‘It	can	be/take	six	to	twelve	hours.’	
(40)		 寬度必須八公尺以上	
kuān	 dù	 bìxū	 bā	 gōngchǐ		 yǐshàng	
									 wide	 degree	must			 eight		 meter	 	 over	
									 ‘The	width	must	be	over	eight	meters.’	
(41)		 一趟非得三天以上	
yī	 tang	 	 fēiděi	 sān	 tiān	 yǐshàng	






bié	 rén	 qù	 bù	 xíng,	 děi	 nǐ	 qīnzì	 	 qù	
















bié	 rén	 qù	 bù	 xíng,	 (chū)fēi	 nǐ		 qīnzì	 	 qù	












děi	 nǐ	 míngrì	 	 bù	 lái,	 wǒ		 yǔ	 nǐ	 dáhuà	
	 if	 2SG	 tomorrow		 NEG	 come	 1SG	 with		 you		 tell.off	
	 ‘If	you	don’t	come	tomorrow,	I’ll	tell	you	off.’	
(45)	 得你這般說,就好了	
děi	 nǐ	 zhè	 bān	 shuō,		 jiù	 hǎo	 le	
	 if		 2SG	 DEM	 look	 say	 then		 good		 PFV	











fēi	 	 sǐ	 bù	 kě	




fēi	 chū	 rénmìng	 bù	 kě	




fēiděi	 tā	 qīnzì	 	 bǎ	 qián	 sòng	 gěi	 tā	 ma		
								 must	 3SG	 personally		 BA		 money	give	 to/for	 3SG	 FP	 	
									 ‘Must	she	personally	give	the	money	to	him?’	
(48)	 除非你親自喝一口	
chúfēi	 	 nǐ	 qīnzì	 	 hè	 yī	 kǒu	




































































































































	(51)	 balan	 	 dugumbil	 bangul		 yara-nggu	 balga-n,		









(52)	 bayi																	 yara													 yanuli		












































































































































	 	 	 meanings	based	in	the	internal		 	 	 	
	 	 	 (evaluative/perceptual/cognitive)	described	situation.	
					 178	
	 Tendency	II:	 Meanings	based	in	the	external	or	internal	described		
	 	 	 situation	>	meanings	based	in	the	textual	and	metalinguistic	
	 	 	 situation.	
	 Tendency	III:	 Meanings	tend	to	become	increasingly	based	in	the	speaker’s	
	 	 	 subjective	belief	state/attitude	towards	the	proposition.	











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(yi)	 	 xiē	 jī	
































mǎi	 	 le	 (yi)	 xiē	 ge	 méiyòngde	 dōngxī	












ruò	 			yǒu	 	 bàn	 xiē	 chāchí	
						 if	 			there.is	 half	 some	 blunder	






zhōngguó	 de	 wénrénmen	 yǒu	 			liǎng	 	xiē,	 yi	 xiē…	 	
							 China								 POS		 scholar.PL						 there.is			two				type		 one		 type	 		
						 biéde	 yi		 xiē	 wénrénmen	
							 other		 one	 type	 scholar.PL						
						 ‘There	are	two	types	of	Chinese	scholar,	one	type…	the	other	type	of	








zuìjìn	 					zài	 tuántǐ	 yùdào	 liǎng	 xiē	 rén…	 	yǒu	 				yi	 xiē	 		
							 recently				in				 group		meet				two				 type		 person		there.is			one	 type		 		
							 rén…	 lìng	 yi	 xiē	 rén									






women	 de	 shēngmìng	 zhòng	 yǒu	 			liǎng	xiē	 rén…	 		
						 we									 POS				 life	 											 inside	 there.is			two	 some	 person			
	 yi		 xiē	 rén…	 	lìng	 yi	 xiē	 rén	














































měi	 (yi)	 ge	 tóngxué	
						 every	 one	 CL					 student	




































































































































	 body	 small	 		flesh	 thin	













yānzhī	 yě	 bù	 tiān	 xiēxiǎo	
									 rouge	 even		 not	 add				 some	








huā	 mào	 	 xiēzǐ	 	 shíguāng	
									 flower	 appearance	 some.DIM					 time	
	 	‘some	time	that	is	as	beautiful	as	flowers.’		 	 	 Lǐ	Bái	(701–762)	
					 203	
(12)		 縱有些些理	
zǒng	 	 yǒu	 xiēxiē	 	 lǐ	
									 although		 have	 some.RDP	 reason	
									 ‘Although	you	may	have	some	reasons…’		 	 Wáng	Fánzhì	(?–c.	670)	
(13)		 沉檀輕注些兒個	
chéntán	 qīng	 zhù	 xiēr	 	 ge	
								 rouge					 lightly		dab		 some.DIM			 CL			














yǒu	 	 xiē	 zhēn	 xiàn	




									 not						 some	 wine	







yi	 xiēr	 	 shì	
								 one		 some.DIM	 matter	
								 ‘some	matter(s).’		 	 	 	 									Zhōu	Bāngyàn	(1056–1121)	
	(17)		 一些珠露 
yi	 xiē	 zhūlù	
									 one		 some	 dewdrop	





yi	 xiē	 	 zhiài	
	 one		 some.DIM	 hindrance	
	 ‘some	hindrance.’	 	 	 	 	 	 Zhūzi	Yǔlèi	(1270)	
(19)		 一些些馬脚	
yī	 xiēxiē	 	 mǎjiǎo	
								 one		 some.RDP	 slipup	











yi	 xiē	 ge	 chǐtou	
								 one		 some	 CL			 fabric	































hòulái	 yīn	 		xiē	 xián	 yányǔ	 					shàng			bùcéng	 tà	 shàng	 	


























































































































































































qǐ	 shī	 	zhǐshì	 ge	 rùlù	
									 beg				 master		point	 CL			 entrance	






















































































yi	 guó	 			zhī	 rén10	
								 one	 country			POS	 person	



























jí	 	 yi	 fāng	
								 dominate	 one		 region	












yī	 yi	 bēi	 shuǐ	 jiù	 yi	 chē	 xīn	 						zhī	 			huǒ	 yě	



































































































	 monosyllabic	 multisyllabic	 total	
yi	xiē	 347	 738	 1085	





























	 monosyllabic	 multisyllabic		 Total	
yi	ge	 314	 509	 823	





	 monosyllabic	 multisyllabic	 total	
yi	diǎn	 162	 115	 277	


















































zuìjìn	 					zài	 tuántǐ	 yùdào	 liǎng	 xiē	 rén…	 	yǒu	 				yi	 xiē	 		
							 recently				in				 group		meet				two				 type		 person		there.is			one	 type		 		
							 rén…	 lìng	 yi	 xiē	 rén									


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































zhēngxiēr	 bù	 shā	 le	 yī	 gē	 rén	
							 AA	 	 NEG	 kill			 PFV	 one	 CL	 person	




























































































































verb	 construction	label	 form	 meaning	
go	 Intransitive	motion	 SUBJ	V	OBLpath/loc	 X	moves	Ypath/loc	
put		 Caused	motion	 SUBJ	V	OBJ	OBLpath/loc	 X	causes	Y	to	move	Zpath/loc	

























































































































































zhēngxiēr	 bù	 shā	 le	 yī	 gē	 rén	
							 AA	 	 NEG	 kill			 PFV			 one	 CL	 person	















(3)	 Šteše	 	 da																			 se									poreže	
						 want.3SG.IPFV	CONJ.PTCL	 REFL	 cut.	3SG.PRS	

























(5)	 Mein	 Mann	 	 droht	 	 krank	 zu	 werden	
							 my	 husband	 threatens		 sick	 to	 become	















sītúlǎng				yī															 huí					 tóu	 kàn	 le							 kàn	 hèbào,	yǎnlèi	 		
						 Sītúlǎng				as.soon.as		 turn	 head		 look	 PFV	 look	 Hèbào	 tear							
	 chādiǎn		 liú						 xiàlái		
	 AA		 	 drip	 down						
	 ‘As	soon	as	Sītúlǎng	turned	around	to	take	a	look	at	Hèbào,	his	tears	almost	





	 adverse	avertive	 avertive	 threaten	verbs	 proximative	
pastness	 V	 V	 	 	
imminence	 V	 V	 V	 V	
counterfactuality	 V	 V	 	 	






























wǒ	 xìngmìng	 xiǎnxiē		 bù	 bǎo	




xiǎnxiēr	 bu	 song	 le	 Yáng	 Xièzǔ	 dì	 xìngmìng	
							 AA	 	 NEG						cost	 PFV	 Yáng	 Xièzǔ	 POS	 life	



























wǔ	 pìn	 	 	 juéyù	 	 wēi	 bù	 tuō		
						 five	 serve.as.envoy	 remote.place	 AA	 NEG	 escape	
					 ‘He	served	as	an	envoy	in	far-flung	places	five	times.	He	almost	could	not	























chāyīxiēr	 bù	 céng	 yā	 sǐ	




									 AA		 	 shout		 out			



















































































































tā						gāoxìngde			chāyīdiǎn		 méi	 	bǎ	 tā	 mǔqīn	 bào	 qǐlái	






chāyīdiǎn			 méi	 gēn	 tā	 wò	 shǒu	































	 chàyīdiǎn	 méi	 sang	 le	 mìng	
	 AA	 	 NEG	 lose	 PFV	 life	
	 ‘(I)	almost	lost	my	life.’		 	 	
(15)	 差一點沒劈殺了哩	
	 chàyīdiǎn	 méi	 pī	 shā	 le	 lī	
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2015,	and	De	Smet	&	Van	de	Velde	2017	for	using	priming	in	historical	studies).	This	
means	that	it	should	be	more	likely	to	find	constructs	of	the	schema	(whether	the	
‘danger’	or	‘proximity’	kind)	following	‘danger’	adverbs	than	following	‘proximity’	
adverbs.	Diachronically,	the	priming	effect	of	‘danger’	adverbs	on	‘proximity’	
adverbs	should	decline,	as	‘proximity’	adverbs	break	loose	from	the	schema.	
However,	in	PDC,	if	the	schema	is	really	obsolete,	they	should	not	prime	each	other,	
or	at	least	not	as	strongly.20	
	
7.6	Generalisation	as	loss	
A	brief	comparison	is	made	here	to	suggest	that	generalisation	can	be	associated	
with	loss.	In	diachronic	construction	grammar,	as	well	as	historical	linguistics	in	
general,	at	least	three	loss-related	processes	have	been	recognised.	First,	renewal	
(Hopper	&	Traugott	2003),	whereby	a	newer	construction	comes	to	express	the	
meaning	of	an	obsolescent	construction.	Periphrastic	future	replacing	
morphological	future	is	one	commonly	cited	example	(Rosemeyer	2014;	see	also	
Barðdal	&	Gildea	2015:	38–41	for	renewal	in	diachronic	construction	grammar	and	
Reinöhl	&	Himmelmann	2017	for	a	critique).	Second,	‘degeneracy’	(Van	de	Velde	
2014),	which	happens	when	a	pre-existing	construction	(not	a	‘new’	construction’,	
as	in	renewal)	comes	to	express	the	meaning	of	an	obsolescent	construction.	For	
example,	the	English	impersonal,	typically	used	to	signal	the	Experiencer	
construction,	has	come	to	be	coded	by	the	transitive	construction,	which	co-existed	
with	the	impersonal	but	has	taken	over	its	function	(see	Trousdale	2008).	Finally,	
‘Exaptation’,	or	‘refunctionalisation’	(Norde	&	Trousdale	2016)	describes	the	
process	by	which	an	obsolescent	construction	is	recruited	to	a	different	schema	and	
expresses	novel	meaning.	For	example,	Norde	&	Trousdale	(2016)	argue	that	the	
genitive	–s	in	Swedish,	previously	restricted	to	certain	declensions	of	nouns,	is	now	
sanctioned	by	the	determiner	schema	(see	also	Trousdale	&	Norde	2013).	
																																																						
20	Methodological	limitations	make	this	investigation	difficult	to	carry	out.	The	CCL	Corpus	
only	shows	a	handful	of	(sometimes	arbitrarily	selected)	passages	along	with	the	one	within	
which	a	search	item	appears,	while	the	Sinica	Corpus	provides	only	two,	one	preceding	and	
the	other	following.	
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	 The	history	of	the	adverse	avertive	involves	generalisation	(the	bleaching	of	
adversity)	and	loss,	but	not	any	of	the	three	processes.	Chinese	has	had	no	
comparable	schema	with	the	same	bundle	of	functional	features	used	to	
characterise	the	schema	in	§7.4.2,	so	there	is	no	renewal	(no	new	construction	
expressing	the	adverse	avertive	meaning),	or	degeneracy	(no	pre-existing	
construction	taking	on	the	adverse	avertive	meaning).	There	is	also	no	exaptation:	
the	descendent	chādiǎnméi(yǒu)	is	not	aligned	to	a	different	schema,	nor	does	it	
express	‘novel’	meaning.	It	is	sanctioned	by	the	general	adverbial	adjunct	schema,	
whose	form	includes	no	expletive	negation	slot	and	meaning	is	not	constrained	by	
adversity	(see	§7.4.3).	This	suggests	that	‘generalisation’,	without	‘renewal’,	
‘degeneracy’	or	‘exaptation’	can	be	associated	with	loss	as	well.	Of	course,	not	
every	case	of	‘generalisation’	(or	‘semantic	widening’)	need	be	a	case	of	loss.	
Throughout	this	chapter,	‘loss’	is	intended	more	specifically	as	‘schema	loss’,	which	
crucially	involves	both	form	and	meaning.	Textbook	examples	of	generalisation	in	
the	domain	of	lexical	semantics	(e.g.	hoover	‘a	specific	brand	of	vacuum	cleaner’	>	
‘vacuum	cleaner’)	would	not	fall	under	what	is	meant	by	loss	in	this	chapter.	
	 It	should	be	noted	that	even	though	there	is	no	construction	
conventionalised	for	the	expression	of	the	adverse	avertive,	this	does	not	mean	
that	PDC	speakers	cannot	express	the	adverse	avertive	meaning.	Instead,	
‘conventionalised’	is	the	operative	word	here:	users	may	still	express	the	same	
meaning,	not	through	one	conventionalised	construction,	but	multiple	constructions	
that	are	not	conventionalised	for	the	function,	or	they	may	leave	it	derived	
contextually.	For	example,	chādiǎnméi(yǒu)	can	still	imply	adversity;	it	just	no	
longer	has	a	conventionalised	adversity	feature.	Similarly,	if	the	category	dual	has	
been	lost	in	a	language,	it	does	not	mean	that	its	users	have	no	access	to	the	
expression	or	mental	representation	of	‘two	entities’;	they	may	still	express	it	
lexically,	using	the	numeral	for	‘two’	or	a	quantifying	construction	like	‘a	pair	of’,	or	
let	it	be	inferred.	
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7.7	Conclusion		
The	kind	of	loss	under	investigation	was	defined	as	‘schema	loss’	in	diachronic	
construction	grammar.	The	analysis	of	the	demise	of	the	adverse	avertive	schema	
drew	on	the	construction	grammar	proposal	that	the	most	prototypical	member	of	
a	schema	motivates	the	schema’s	formation,	or	supplies	it	with	meaning.	It	was	
proposed	that	change	in	prototypicality,	or	constructional	meaning	supply	in	the	
adverse	avertive	schema	demotivated	the	schema,	leading	to	its	loss.	The	meaning	
supply	from	the	newer	most	prototypical	member,	chādiǎn	differed	from	its	
predecessor	xiǎnxiē	in	that	its	lexical	semantics	and	pragmatics	are	not	
transparently	‘adverse’.	Chādiǎn	thus	provided	a	supply	that	did	not	help	maintain	
the	schema.	Future	research	using	collostructional	analysis	or	priming	may	refine	or	
falsify	the	analysis.	Finally,	it	was	suggested	that	generalisation	can	be	associated	
with	loss,	independently	of	other	loss-related	processes	widely	recognised	in	the	
literature.	
	 This	chapter	highlights	that	loss	can	be	multidimensional:	the	substantive	
(e.g.	constructs	of	chādiǎn)	and	partially	schematic	(the	subschemas	xiǎnxiē	and	
chādiǎn)	interact	with	the	schematic	(both	the	whole	and	parts,	e.g.	the	schema	
and	the	NEG	slot).	Moreover,	the	co-occurrence	of	growth	and	loss	can	be	observed	
by	considering	constructions	at	different	levels.	Figure	7.6	shows	that	the	birth	of	
chādiǎnméi(yǒu)	out	of	chādiǎnméi	is	situated	within	the	context	of	the	taxonomic	
network,	where	chādiǎnméi’s	sibling,	xiǎnxiē,	and	its	parent,	the	adverse	avertive	
schema	decline.	These	different	levels	of	schematicity	have	to	be	considered	to	
arrive	at	a	holistic	account	of	loss	(or	perhaps	most	kinds	of	‘growth’,	too,	if	not	all;	
see	Ch.	6),	and	a	linear	representation	(e.g.	Givón’s	1979	cline	in	§7.1),	whether	one	
cuts	it	up	into	‘primary’	and	‘secondary’	grammaticalisation,	fails	short	of	capturing	
what	happens	at	different	levels.		
	 Finally,	schema	formation	is	not	restricted	to	procedural	or	contentful	
constructions	(e.g.	Traugott	&	Trousdale	2013).	Therefore,	the	prototypicality-based	
account	of	schema	loss	presented	here	can	potentially	be	applied	to	more	
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contentful	constructions	as	well.	This,	again,	suggests	that	there	is	no	unique	late-
stage	process.	
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Chapter	8	
Conclusions	
	
8.1	Introduction	
This	thesis	has	shown	that	grammatical	change	that	is	not	unidirectional	can	be	
modelled	in	a	principled	manner	in	the	constructionalisation	framework	(Traugott	&	
Trousdale	2013)	and	that	a	multidimensional	view	that	considers	both	substantive	
and	schematic	patterns	is	essential	to	an	accurate	understanding	of	grammatical	
change,	whether	it	involves	grammaticalisation	or	not.	It	has	argued	that	‘secondary	
grammaticalisation’	is	not	a	viable	concept	in	modelling	change	because	it	does	not	
make	novel	predictions	and	that	there	is	no	meaningful	distinction	between	‘early-
stage’	and	‘late-stage’	grammatical	change	(the	latter	refers	to	the	creation	of	
grammatical	constructions	out	of	pre-existing	grammatical	constructions).	Three	
major	generalisations	are	also	proposed:	the	performative	bidirectionality	
prediction,	the	typology	of	reinforcement	and	the	prototypicality-based	account	of	
obsolescence.	
	 This	brief	chapter	summarises	in	§8.2	the	evidence	and	analysis	presented	in	
the	previous	chapters.	Building	on	§8.2,	§8.3	suggests	that	any	important	
generalisation	in	language	change	such	as	directionality	is	likely	to	be	found	only	by	
adopting	a	‘construction-specific’	and	‘process-oriented’	view.	§8.4	concludes	by	
considering	future	directions.	
	
8.2	Chapter	summaries	
This	section	briefly	summarises	the	findings	and	arguments	in	Chs.	3–7.	Chs.	4–5,	
dealing	with	two	sides	of	the	same	coin,	are	discussed	together	in	§8.2.2.	Chs.	6	and	
7	are	summarised	respectively	in	§8.2.3	and	§8.2.4.	
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8.2.1	Ch.	3:	late-stage	grammatical	change	and	secondary	grammaticalisation	
Ch.	3	first	reviews	the	literature	on	secondary	grammaticalisation,	currently	the	
only	tradition	that	has	paid	special	attention	to	late-stage	grammatical	change.	
Some	have	observed	that	certain	processes	and/or	types	of	changes	correlate	with	
secondary	grammaticalisation,	while	others	question	whether	secondary	
grammaticalisation	really	differs	from	primary	grammaticalisation.	The	first	half	of	
Ch.	3	argues	the	former	position	is	not	tenable:	no	data	suggest	that	primary	and	
secondary	grammaticalisation	is	qualitatively	different	or	that	one	can	be	uniquely	
distinguished	from	the	other	by	any	process.	Ch.	3	also	proposes	that	a	linear	view	
on	change	typically	implied	by	the	concepts	of	primary	and	secondary	
grammaticalisation	obscures	important	details	of	change.	From	a	constructional	
perspective,	such	a	linear	view	reduces	constructions	down	to	their	semantic	
and/or	morphosyntactic	categories,	when	constructions	themselves,	especially	ones	
with	multiple	sources,	should	be	the	theoretical	primitives	(e.g.	Croft	2001).	The	
second	half	of	Ch.	3	evaluates	Smirnova’s	(2016a,	b)	arguments	for	the	validity	of	
‘secondary	grammaticalisation’	in	her	constructional	model.	It	is	argued	that	her	
emphasis	on	the	‘regularity’	of	secondary	grammaticalisation	pathways	overlooks	
fine-grained	details	essential	to	a	constructional	framework,	such	as	construction-
specific	effects	of	persistence.	Moreover,	her	model	makes	incorrect	predictions	
about	constructional	changes	and	schema	loss:	she	explicitly	builds	‘increasing	
context	restrictions’	into	her	definition	of	constructionalisation	(creation	of	a	new	
construction),	and	‘decreasing	context	restrictions’	into	her	definition	of	
construction	change,	while	both	obsolescence	and	constructional	change	may	
involve	increasing	context	restrictions.	Subsequent	chapters	then	examine	some	
processes	and	types	of	change	that	elaborate	on	the	arguments	made	in	Ch.	3.	
	
8.2.2	Chs.	4	and	5:	bidirectionality	between	modality	and	conditionality	
Ch.	4	describes	and	analyses	the	development	of	the	modal	construction	[bi	‘must’	
p]	into	the	conditional	connective	construction	[bi	‘only	if’	p,	q].	Ch.	5	presents	an	
analysis	of	the	development	of	the	conditional	connective	construction	[fēi	‘unless’	
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p,	q’]	into	a	necessity	modal	construction	[fēi	‘must’	p].	Both	developments	are	‘late	
stage’	in	the	sense	that	they	started	off	as	constructions	that	are	already	
grammatical.	
	 The	immediate	sources	out	of	which	the	output	constructions	develop	are	
indirect	speech	act	constructions,	[bì	‘must’	p,	then	q]	‘must	p,	then	q’	and	[fēi	
‘unless’	p,	bù	X]	‘unless	p,	not	X’.	What	motivates	them	to	respectively	develop	into	
the	conditional	construction	[bì	‘only	if’	p,	q]	and	the	modal	construction	[fēi	‘must’	
p]	is	‘performative	equivalence’:	modal	and	conditional	constructions	can	perform	
the	same	indirect	speech	act.	[bì	‘must’	p,	then	q]	(or	[fēi	‘unless’	p,	bù	X])	when	
used	to	perform	a	speech	act,	may	invite	inferences	of	‘only	if	p,	q’	(or	‘must	p’)	that	
performs	the	same	act.	The	following	table	sums	up	the	input	and	output	
constructions	involved	in	the	changes.	
	
Semantic	evolution	 bì	‘must’	>	‘only	if’	 fēi	‘unless’	>	‘must’	
Initial	stage		 bì	‘must’	p,	then	q		
‘must	p,	then	q’	
fēi	‘unless’	p,	bù	X	
‘unless	p,	it	is	not	X’	
Intermediate	stage		 Indirect	speech	act	
construction	
[bì	‘must’	p,	then	q]		
Indirect	speech	act	
construction	
[fēi	p,	bù	kě]	
End	stage		 [bì	‘only	if’	p,	q]	 [fēi	‘must’	p]	
	
Table	8.119Bì	and	fēi	in	and	out	of	modality	and	conditionality	
	
	 The	bidirectional	developments	are	a	type	of	‘invited	inferencing’:	the	
‘semanticisation’	of	inferences.	They	are	also	cases	of	‘grammaticalisation’	and	
‘constructionalisation’	in	the	sense	that	a	grammatical	meaning	that	was	originally	
implied	in	the	source	construction	has	come	to	the	foreground	and	become	
semantic	in	the	target	construction.	By	interpreting	the	bidirectional	developments	
between	modal	and	conditional	constructions	as	cases	of	invited	inferencing,	both	
chapters	show	that,	at	least	in	performativity-mediated	changes	involving	modality	
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and	conditionality,	late-stage	developments	are	not	characterised	by	any	unique	
process:	invited	inferencing	is	commonly	found	in	various	stages	of	grammatical	
development.		
	 ‘Bidirectionality’	between	modality	and	conditionality	does	not	mean	that	
no	generalisation	other	than	‘invited	inferencing’	can	be	proposed.	The	
performative	bidirectionality	prediction	is	hypothesised	to	account	for	any	
bidirectional	shift	involving	performativity.	The	prediction	is	composed	of	two	parts:	
bidirectional	inferencing	and	bidirectional	categorisation.	Potentially	universal	in	
the	sense	that	it	may	apply	in	every	language	(similar	to	‘invited	inference’	in	
Traugott	&	Dasher	2002:	Ch.	1.2.3),	bidirectional	inferencing	proposes	that	when	
two	constructions	are	performatively	equivalent,	they	may	invite	inferences	of	the	
semantics	of	each	other’s	‘profile	equivalents’	(i.e.	‘heads’;	Croft	2001).	
Bidirectional	categorisation	posits	that	if	the	profile	equivalents	are	not	highly	
differentiated	morphosyntactically	within	a	language’s	constructicon,	the	two	
constructions	may	acquire	the	semantics	of	each	other’s	profile	equivalents.	In	the	
case	of	Chinese,	it	lacks	constructional	slots	within	which	modals	and	conditional	
connectives	are	consistently	differentiated.	The	prediction	is	stated	in	detail	below:	
	
The	performative	bidirectionality	prediction:	
Given		 semantics	Xsem	in	Construction	Xcon,	where	Xsem	is	the	profile	equivalent	
	 and	
	 semantics	Ysem	in	Construction	Ycon,	where	Ysem	is	the	profile	equivalent,	
	
Bidirectionality	is	possible	if	the	following	two	conditions	are	met:	
	
	 Bidirectional	inferencing:	
	 	The	same	performative	meaning	P	can	be	conventionally	expressed		
	 by	Xcon	and	Ycon		 		
		 (so	that	Xcon	may	invite	inferences	of	Ysem	and	Ycon	may	invite	those	of	Xsem)	
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	 Bidirectional	categorisation:	
	 There	is	no	consistently	clear	formal	differentiation	between	categories	
	 encoding	Xsem	and	Ysem	
	 (so	that	Xcon	may	semanticise	Ysem	and	Ycon	may	semanticise	Xsem,	i.e.	Xsem	>	
	 Ysem	and	Ysem	>	Xsem	are	possible)		
	
	 Crucially,	the	prediction	is	not	reductive:	it	incorporates	notions	of	
performativity	and	does	not	reduce	either	direction	of	change	into	its	semantic	or	
morphosyntactic	category.	The	prediction	also	relies	on	language-specificity	and	the	
notion	of	‘constructicon’	to	explain	bidirectional	developments.	As	morphosyntactic	
coding	of	semantic	categories	is	language-specific,	bidirectionality	is	only	possible	in	
a	language’s	constructicon	where	two	semantic	categories	do	not	consistently	
appear	in	constructional	slots	that	can	distinguish	one	semantic	category	from	the	
other.	This	suggests	that	to	understand	change	in	a	language,	a	holistic	view	on	its	
inventory	of	constructions,	at	varying	degrees	of	schematicity,	is	essential:	how	a	
construct	begins	performing	speech	acts	and	turning	into	an	indirect	speech	act	
construction,	and	how	it	is	motivated	by	the	language’s	constructicon	to	develop	
into	a	similar,	performatively	equivalent	construction.	A	linear	view	on	the	data	that	
equates	undirectionality	with	regularity	would	only	force	one	direction	of	change	to	
be	regarded	as	‘exceptional’	or	‘irregular’,	while	cross-linguistic	and	Chinese-
internal	data	suggest	that	both	are	regular.	
	 Some	alternative	proposals,	typically	associated	with	late-stage	processes,	
may	help	to	preserve	a	linear	view	on	the	developments	between	modality	and	
conditionality	such	as	degrammaticalisation,	textualisation,	and	insubordination,	in	
that	they	may	also	account	for	one	of	the	directions	of	change,	while	reserving	the	
other	a	place	in	a	traditional,	unidirectional	account	of	grammaticalisation.	
However,	it	is	argued	that	neither	of	the	proposals	correctly	reflects	the	regularity	
of	both	directions	of	change.		
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8.2.3	Ch.	6:	from	quantifier	xiē	‘some’	to	classifier	(yi)	xiē	‘(one)	some’		
Ch.	6	looks	at	the	development	of	xiē,	which	is	essentially	a	category	change.	
Previously	a	quantifier,	it	has	now	developed	into	a	classifier.	It	qualifies	as	a	late-
stage	development	because	both	quantifiers	and	classifiers	are	minor	class	
members.	However,	it	is	argued	that	the	development	of	xiē	is	not	a	case	of	
grammaticalisation,	let	alone	secondary	grammaticalisation.	Crucially,	this	non-
grammaticalisation	account	of	xiē	relies	on	a	multidimensional	understanding	of	the	
classifier	schema,	which	is	composed	of	several	subschemas	such	as	the	bare	
classifier	and	yi	subschemas.	The	quantifier	construction	[xiē	NP]	is	formally	and	
functionally	similar	to	the	bare	classifier	subschema	[CL	NP],	while	xiē	in	either	the	
quantifier	slot	in	[QNT	NP]QNT	or	the	bare	classifier	slot	in	[CL	NP]	resembles	the	
classifier	slot	in	the	yi	subschema	[yi	CL	NP].	The	realignment	of	xiē	therefore	is	an	
analogically	motivated	process	that	reconfigures	the	inheritance	link	of	xiē	from	the	
quantifier	schema	to	the	classifier	one,	based	on	similarities	between	xiē	in	the	
quantifier	schema	and	the	classifier	slots	in	the	bare	classifier	and	yi	subschemas.		
	 This	realignment	is	not	a	case	of	grammaticalisation,	as	nothing	has	
grammaticalised.	The	bare	classifier	and	yi	subschemas	had	already	been	
established	at	the	time	of	the	realignment	and	the	meaning	of	xiē	in	both	the	
quantifier	and	classifier	schemas	has	(for	most	speakers)	remained	constant	before	
and	after	the	realignment.	What	has	changed	is	simply	the	inheritance	link	of	xiē,	
which	changes	from	one	procedural	schema	(that	of	quantifiers)	to	another	(that	of	
classifiers).	A	unidirectional	view	would	suggest	that	quantifier	xiē	is	the	
‘grammaticalisation’	source	of	classifier	xiē,	yet	so	far	there	has	been	no	
corroborating	evidence	that	quantifiers	can	grammaticalise	into	classifiers	in	
Chinese.	
	 The	realignment	of	xiē	to	the	yi	subschema	created	[yi	xiē	NP],	a	case	of	
reinforcement	whereby	the	output	is	formally	lengthier	than	the	input,	yet	does	not	
involve	any	semantic	change.	Many	have	pointed	out	that	other	reinforcement	
phenomena	involve	grammaticalisation	(most	famously,	Jespersen’s	Cycle;	
Lehmann	1995).	However,	the	case	of	xiē	does	not.	Therefore,	the	development	of	
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xiē	along	with	a	survey	of	related	cases	of	change	inspires	a	typology	of	
reinforcement:	reinforcement	by	innovation	and	reinforcement	by	realignment.	The	
former	involves	the	grammaticalisation	of	a	lexical	item	(e.g.	in	Jespersen’s	Cycle,	
pas	‘step’	in	French	became	a	negator	‘not’),	while	the	latter	involves	the	
realignment	to	a	schema	that	is	different,	yet	related	to	the	original	schema	(e.g.	
xiē,	originally	from	the	quantifier	schema,	has	realigned	to	the	yi	subschema,	
producing	[yi	xiē	NP]).	The	two	types	are	summarised	below.	
	
Reinforcement	
type	
Reinforcee’s	
status	
Reinforcer’s	
change	
Examples	of	reinforcement	
(source	of	reinforcer)	
by	innovation	
	
Grammatical	
(e.g.	ne	V)	
from	lexical	to	
grammatical	
(e.g.	pas)	
ne	V	>	ne	V	pas	
	(pas	‘step’	>	pas	‘not’)	
N-ʔ	>	N-ʔŋ			
(ɳie	‘child’	>	-ŋ	‘diminutive	suffix’)	
by	realignment	
	
On	a	lexico-
grammatical	
continuum	
(e.g.	xiē	NP)	
unchanged;	
part	of	a	schema	
(e.g.	[yi	CL	NP])	
xiē	NP	>	yi	xiē	NP		
(the	yi	subschema	[yi	cl	np])	
feet	>	feets	
(the	plural	–s	schema	[ns])	
	
Table	8.220Types	of	reinforcement	
	
Reinforcement	by	realignment	shows	that	reinforcement	is	not	necessarily	(primary	
or	secondary)	grammaticalisation,	and	emphasises	the	importance	of	a	
multidimensional	view:	explanations	often	reside	at	different	levels	of	schematicity	
and	cannot	be	easily	reduced	to	a	cline-like	representation.	
	 Finally,	novel	uses	of	xiē	as	a	classifier	are	also	considered,	particularly	
instances	where	xiē	means	‘type;	group’	and	displays	countability	(i.e.	yi	xiē	‘one	
type’	and	liǎng	xiē	‘two	types’).	Such	uses	are	semantically	more	contentful	than	
their	origin,	classifier	xiē,	roughly	equivalent	to	‘some’,	because	the	meaning	of	
‘type’	presupposes	a	classification	taxonomy	where	entities	may	be	distinguished	
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from	one	type	to	another	and	counted,	while	the	original	meaning	of	xiē	is	highly	
schematic,	vague	with	respect	to	the	mass	vs.	count	distinction	and	uncountable.	
Therefore,	novel	uses	of	xiē	suggest	that	there	is	no	unidirectionality	(i.e.	
unidirectional	development	towards	‘grammatical/procedural	meaning’)	in	the	
evolution	of	xiē.	Their	development	is	therefore	a	case	of	degrammaticalisation,	
which	results	from	the	interaction	between	the	original	lexical	semantics	of	xiē	and	
the	classifier	schema.	
	
8.2.4	Ch.	7:	obsolescence		
Focusing	on	obsolescence,	the	‘logical’	endpoint	of	any	development,	Ch.	7	shows	
that	schema	loss	can	be	multidimensional	as	well:	both	the	substantive	and	the	
schematic	can	be	implicated	in	the	breakup	of	a	schema.	The	analysis	builds	on	the	
proposal	in	Construction	Grammar	(Goldberg	2006)	that	the	most	prototypical	
member	of	the	schema	builds	up	the	schema	and	supplies	it	with	meaning,	and	
interprets	change	in	prototypicality	as	a	potential	threat	to	the	livelihood	of	a	
schema.	Importantly,	this	analysis	does	not	rest	upon	any	distinction	between	what	
is	‘early-stage’	or	‘late-stage’,	or	what	is	‘primary’	or	‘secondary’	
grammaticalisation.	The	way	the	most	prototypical	member	helps	build	up	and	
maintain	a	schema’s	composition	does	not	necessarily	require	the	schema	to	be	at	
any	particular	stage	of	development	or	any	position	on	a	lexico-grammatical	
continuum.	
	 However,	despite	schema	loss,	the	more	substantive	members	of	the	
adverse	avertive	schema	have	actually	survived	and	evolved	into	new	constructions.	
Therefore,	following	schema	loss,	there	have	actually	been	constructionalisations.	
These	constructionalisations	are	not	prototypical	cases	of	grammaticalisation;	they	
are	what	Breban	(2016)	calls	‘extended	grammaticalisation’,	in	the	sense	that	there	
is	no	syntactic	category	change	(alternatively	construed	as	change	in	inheritance	
from	one	schema	to	another	in	construction	grammar),	but	semantic	and/or	
pragmatic	widening.		
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	 Chs.	4	and	5	look	at	cases	where	constructionlisation	and	grammaticalisation	
meets:	the	constructionalisations	of	[bì	‘must’	p	then	q]	and	[fēi	‘unless’	p,	bù	X]	into	
[bì	‘only	if’p,	q]	and	[fēi	‘must’	p]	are	grammaticalisations	in	the	sense	that	both	
output	constructions	[bì	‘only	if’p,	q]	and	[fēi	‘must’	p]	are	new	form-meaning	
pairings	with	new	grammatical	meanings.	The	case	of	xiē	in	Ch.	6	is	where	
constructionalisation	and	grammaticalisation	do	not	meet:	[yi	xiē	NP]	and	[xiē	
NP]BARE	are	new	constructions	under	the	classifier	schema,	following	the	
realignment	of	[xiē	NP]QNT,	yet	no	grammaticalisation	(in	the	sense	of	the	creation	
of	a	new	grammatical	marker)	has	happened;	xiē	has	merely	changed	its	category,	
whose	behaviour	can	be	predicted	on	the	basis	of	its	new	category	(i.e.	the	classifier	
schema).	However,	novel	uses	of	xiē	that	means	‘type;	group’	are	where	
constructionalisation	and	degrammaticalisation	meet.	Xiē	in	these	uses	has	come	to	
have	a	more	contentful	semantics	and	is	the	result	of	the	interaction	between	the	
original	lexical	semantics	of	xiē	and	the	classifier	schema.	Ch.	7,	examining	loss	from	
a	multidimensional	perspective,	suggests	that	the	relationship	between	
constructionalisation	and	grammaticalisation	with	respect	to	loss	is	also	not	
straightforward.	Obsolescence	may	not	necessarily	intersect	with	
constructionalisation	or	grammaticalisation;	a	schema	may	or	may	not	obsolesced	
without	any	of	its	members	undergoing	any	further	change.	In	the	case	of	the	
adverse	avertive	schema,	the	schema	obsolesced	with	some	of	its	members	
undergoing	constructionalisation,	but	not	grammaticalisation	proper.	
	
8.3	Towards	a	construction-specific	and	process-oriented	view	on	language	
change	
The	analyses	presented	in	the	thesis	suggest	that	directionality	or	important	
generalisation	in	language	change	is	construction-specific.	That	is,	neither	
directionality	nor	generalisation	can	be	satisfactorily	captured	without	referencing	
input	and	output	constructions	and	the	constructicon	within	which	the	
constructions	are	found.	This	construction-specific	view	also	stresses	the	
importance	of	‘process’	in	language	change,	because,	since	no	two	constructicons	
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are	identical—	in	fact,	perhaps	not	even	two	individual	speakers’	constructicons	
may	be	identical	(e.g.	Dąbrowska	2012;	for	a	historical	view,	Noël	2017)—	
universality	or	generalisation	in	language	change	may	be	found	only	in	processes	of	
change	that	apply	between	otherwise	divergent	and	not	easily	comparable	
constructions.	That	is,	as	input	and	output	constructions	diverge	between	languages	
and	even	individuals	of	the	same	language,	the	most	robust	kind	of	generalisation	in	
language	change	that	can	be	hypothesised	is	the	process	of	change.	
	 This	emphasis	on	construction-specificity	and	processes	of	change	is	not	
novel.	The	three	parameters	proposed	by	Traugott	&	Trousdale	(2013),	
schematicity,	productivity,	and	compositionality,	shift	the	focus	from	‘source’	and	
‘target’	categories	in	grammaticalisation	studies	to	processes	of	change	that	apply	
between	constructions.	Kranich	(2015)	also	adopts	a	process-oriented	view	to	
interpret	‘secondary	grammaticalisation’	(see	Ch.	3).	In	typology,	Cristofaro	in	
various	publications	has	also	championed	the	importance	of	source	constructions	
and	their	developmental	processes,	rather	than	resultant	constructions	and	their	
distributions.	For	her,	typological	distributional	evidence	reflects	diachronic	
processes	of	change,	not	necessarily	mental	representation	(e.g.	Cristofaro	2009,	
2012,	2017,	2019),	and	strong	typological	universals	are	actually	to	be	found	in	
diachrony	(for	a	similar	position	see	Bybee	2008).	Harris	(2008)	also	states	that	
what	is	rare	in	typology	results	from	an	uncommon	combination	of	common	
developmental	factors,	so	a	seemingly	crosslinguistically	rare	construction	can	be	
explained	ultimately	by	(an	accumulation	of)	processes	of	change.	Even	though	not	
explicitly	constructionalist	in	their	chosen	theoretical	framework,	but	implicitly	so	in	
their	outlook,	Grossman	&	Polis	(2018)	also	emphasise	that	generalisations	are	to	
be	found	in	processes	of	change.	Such	processes	may	derive	different	qualitative	
results,	some	of	which	may	seem	unusual	from	a	crosslinguistic	perspective,	but	are	
well	motivated	within	individual	languages’	constructicons.	They	draw	their	
evidence	from	Ancient	Egyptian-Coptic,	which,	despite	the	crosslinguistic	
preference	for	suffixing,	has	developed	into	a	predominantly	prefixing	language,	yet	
they	maintain	that	“it	is	the	particular	constellation	of	structural	features	of	the	
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language	at	a	particular	moment	in	time,	together	with	regular	mechanisms	of	
language	change,	that	give	rise	to	the	cross-linguistically	unusual	‘macro-
preference’	of	the	language”	(Grossman	&	Polis	2018:	402;	italics	mine).		
	
8.4	Conclusions	and	future	directions	
In	conclusion,	generalisations	in	language	change	are	to	be	found	in	the	interaction	
of	processes	of	change	and	construction-specific	factors,	the	former	of	which	may	
be	universal	in	the	sense	that	they	have	general	cognitive	explanations	and	may	
happen	in	any	language,	given	the	right	conditions.	A	brief	review	of	the	
construction-specific	and	process-oriented	generalisations	proposed	in	this	thesis	is	
as	follows,	along	with	directions	for	future	research.	
	 First,	the	generalisation	derived	from	bidirectional	shifts	between	modality	
and	conditionality	is	the	performative	bidirectionality	prediction.	It	explicitly	
incorporates	both	the	regular	process	of	invited	inferencing	and	the	notion	of	
language-specific	constructicons.	The	prediction	is	motivated	by	both	universality	in	
communication	(i.e.	“the	subjectivity	of	the	speech	event”;	Traugott	2010:	55)	and	
construction-specific	properties	(i.e.	the	constructicon	of	a	language).	Therefore,	it	
can	be	applied	crosslinguistically.	Future	work	may	uncover	more	cases	of	
bidirectional	shifts	and	refine	or	restrict	the	prediction.	For	example,	certain	
performative	meanings	may	play	a	more	important	role	in	bidirectional	inferencing,	
and	‘no	consistently	clear	formal	differentiation’	(the	precondition	for	bidirectional	
categorization)	may	be	defined	more	explicitly.	
	 Second,	the	generalisation	derived	from	the	case	of	xiē	is	the	typology	of	
reinforcement,	especially	its	subtype,	reinforcement	by	realignment.	Reinforcement	
by	realignment	accounts	for	a	subtype	of	analogically	motivated	neoanalysis	that	
yields	formally	lengthened	constructions	that	are	not	semantically	different	from	
their	source	constructions.	It	is	a	process	with	universal	motivations	in	that	different	
generations	of	speakers	and/or	the	same	speakers	in	different	speech	events	may	
formally	categorise	semantically	equivalent	expressions	differently.	It	is	also	a	
construction-specific	process	in	that	it	references	a	schematic	construction	that	has	
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already	been	established	in	a	language,	and	therefore	must	be	described	and	
analysed	on	a	case-by-case	basis.	Future	research	may	use	quantitative	methods	to	
predict	under	precisely	what	kind	of	condition	reinforcement	by	realignment	is	
more	likely	to	happen	(i.e.	the	degree	of	attraction	between	the	source	and	target	
constructions).	
	 Finally,	the	generalisation	from	the	history	of	the	averse	avertive	schema	is	
the	prototypicality-based	account	of	obsolescence.	It	is	construction-specific	in	that	
it	models	the	relationships	between	a	schema	and	its	members,	which,	again,	must	
be	described	specifically	for	any	declining	schema	under	investigation.	It	is	process-
oriented	in	that	it	focusses	on	schema	formation	(i.e.	how	speakers	build	schemas	
out	of	constructs)	and	universal	in	that	schematisation	is	a	feature	of	cognition.	
Obsolescence	is	inherently	associated	with	a	decline	in	frequency,	at	least	at	the	
token	level.	Therefore,	future	work	may	try	to	render	this	frequency-dependent	
account	of	obsolescence	falsifiable	by	defining	it	independently	of	frequency.
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